
TERRA THERMA, INC.
WATER CONSULTANTS AND ENGINEERS
8341 S. Sangre de Cristo Rd., Suite 14, Littleton, CO 80127

September 15, 1986
(303) 973-7492

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Waste Management
Geotechnical Branch
MS 623-SS
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Mr. Michael Weber, Project Manager - Hydrologist

Re: Database Disk

Dear Mike:

As requested, please find attached a copy of our BWIP database files and
documentation for their use. Included on the disk are several macros which
permit data extraction and manipulations. Since the macros are menu driven,
Barbara Basse has prepared a brief documentation for each of the macros. As
we have discussed, the disk and files have been prepared on an IBM compatible
machine (HP Vectra), using LOTUS 123.

The QA taskplan for the database is about to be approved, which means the team
can begin checking existing information in the database, as well as providing
QA procedures for any new data. As the files are checked, we will forward
updates as they become available.

Should you have any questions regarding the database or the macros, please do
not hesitate to call. Barbara Basse will probably be the most able to answer
specific questions regarding the database.

Sincerely,
TERRA THERMA, INC.

Michael Galloway C
Project Manager

Att: Disk and Documentation
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W | 6TERRA THERMA, INC.
WATER CONSULTANTS AND ENGINEERS
8341 S. Sangre de Cristo Rd., Suite 14, Littleton, CO 80127 (303) 973-7492

September 15, 1986

TO: Michael Galloway, BIP Project Manager

FROM: Barbara Basse

RE: Database Documentation

This memo provides an introduction to the database programs
created by Terra Therma under the NRC contract RS-NMS-85-009 for
the Hanford Site hydrogeology, Subtask 2.2. These files were
created using Lotus 1-2-3 Release 2. These descriptions are not
meant as a complete and comprehensive guide, but rather are
written for the Lotus 1-2-3 user to highlight and/or clarify
difficulties which may be encountered in the use of this specific
material. This guide will not replace the basic documentation
provided by Lotus. Also, please note that this material is just
now beginning to undergo quality assurance proceedings, and
therefore, the files transmitted are still in draft form.

To invoke the use of any database macro, begin by pressing the
ALT-Z keys simultaneously. The options will usually include
MODIFY, EXTRACT, STATISTICS, and QUIT. Use the arrows to select
from the menu listed at the top of the screen and then press the
RETURN or ENTER key when your selection isihighlighted. This key
(RETURN or ENTER) will be refered to as the RETURN key from this
point on. If at any time you need to exit a macro before it is
complete, press CTRL-BREAK and then press RETURN.

The macros are designed with prompts at the top of the screen
where necessary.

MODIFY. In summary, the MODIFY macros contain the ENTER, SORT,
DELETE, and PRINT macros. The ENTER macro will prompt
the user for the proper data entries. The SORT macro
will sort the database based on some preprogrammed
identifier which varies from database to database. The
DELETE macro will delete the record that the cursor is
highlighting at the time of invocation of this macro.
All PRINT macros are preset for the 14 7/8" by 11"
printout paper.
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SUBTASK 2.2 - DATABASE DOCUMENTATION 2 SEPTEMBER. 1986

EXTRACT. The EXTRACT macro presents several sub-menus. A
CRITERION macro sets the parameters for the FIND and
EXTRACT macros. Note that the ZZZ's are used as
defaults in the criterion spreadsheet and must be
replaced if the row is not to be used. The user may
enter a label or a value in the criteria spreadsheet,
but these must be entered exactly as they appear in
the database. Enter several criteria in the same row
if you want 1-2-3 to search only for records that
satisfy every criterion; enter multiple criteria, one
per row, if you want 1-2-3 to search for records that
satisfy any of the criteria. You may also enter
formulas. To enter a formula to designate an
inequality (i.e. extract all records where hydraulic
head is greater than 400), find the position at the
top of the column of interest in the database (i.e.
+blO) and enter this in the criteria spreadsheet (i.e.
+blO > 400). To exit the CRITERION macro utilize the
CTRL-BREAK keys.

The FIND macro will highlight any record(s) which meet
the specified criteria. This macro allows the user to
scroll across the highlighted record with use of the
arrows. To exit the FIND macro, press RETURN. The
EXTRACT macro creates a secondary database containing
only those records meeting the given criteria.

STATISTICS. The STATISTICS macros are different for each
of the databases. Difficulties the user may
encounter are summarized below:

(1) Due to the lack of data for the multiple
borehole database, these STATISTICS macros
have not yet been written. Though the
STATISTICS prompt appears in the menu, it will
not invoke a statistical analysis of any data.

(2) In the geological database, STATISTICS may be
performed only on the extracted data. The
area of interest prompt refers to the
stratigraphic unit of interest (this will be
in row 28). To highlight, move the cursor to
the first part of the word(s) designating this
unit in row 28 and press RETURN. The prompt
will then request the user to type, or enter
this designation. Remember to type this in
exactly as it appears in the database.

Terra Therma Inc.
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(3) The prompt in the waterlevel database for the
hydrographs requests borehole credentials.
Note that these are strictly for the heading
on the hydrographs and need not be entered
exactly as they appear in the database.

Terra Therma Inc.


